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About This Game

Dungreed is a 2D side-scrolling action game with 2D Rogue-LITE elements.

Prologue:

A quiet and peaceful town was destroyed by a mysterious du 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows 7+
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had fun with it for a couple hours, then i got progressively more annoyed with it.. A bit basic, but quite fun. Standard rouge-lite
mechanics leave you running through the dungeon multiple times to come back to town after rescuing a villiger or to level up
abilities. Not a huge variety in weapons from what ive seen but plenty of room to grow if the developer wishes too. Overall
enjoyable game i could see myself putting a good few hours into.. One of the most fun roguelikes I've played since Binding of
Isaac. Although not as much variety the gameplay is great, and same with the ending. The soundtrack is also one of my favorites
in gaming. Highly suggest this if you're a fan of roguelikes/lites and some bangin tunes.. Other games are available in this genre,
doing a far better job. Not worth it.. Love the game, the town building portion is fun.

6.1 Hotfix : :: Game Play ::. 2.26 Update : :: Bug Fixes :: - Fixed bug where boomerang does not comeback when attack speed is
high - Fixed bug where attack speed is not displayed properly in character status panel - Fixed bug where the game did not run
when there was no StreamingAssets folder in data folder. - (11th floor) Fixed the fairy appearing within the tiles. (Missing 2.24
patch, I am really sorry TT) :: Game Play :: - Now when "Wing" item is unlocked, unlock popup is opened. (Hint: Arsha) But If
it is already unlocked, the pop-up will not open.. 2.17 Updates (2) : - Bloodstone Ring : No longer count Landmines, Minions of
Necromancer - Bomb Shooter : Limit the maximum number of sticky bomb - Edited some text - Fixed bug where items were
deleted from the inventory when tribute after canceling item. 5.29 Update : :: 5.29 Hot fix ::. 4.13 Update : - Now "#Charged"
tag is displayed on the charged-type item - Fixed bug where you could press the "Leave the dungeon" button after you ran to
town or defeated - Fixed bug where HP was marked as 1 even when defeated - Edited some text. 2.16 Update : - Fixed a bug
that sometimes did not resurrect when defeat Lasley. - Fixed a bug that evil fanatic shaman did not disappear when he died. -
Fixed a bug that problem of screen offset when meet the slime maker. - Fixed some maps. - Adjusted the cost of building
construction. - Adjusted the ability of Berdish, Hand crossbow and golden candy. - Reduced the attack range of Hellgrass /
Hellflower. Thank you.. 2.22 Updates : - Fixed map 7F, 8F, 13F, 14F - Edited some sounds. 4.6 Update : - Fixed bug where
"allow aim support" toggle option did not work.. Update 190117 : Soundtrack / Critical / Bug Fixes : Soundtrack DLC Patch
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